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Abstract
Photography is art form. Art means skill and creativity. Artists, through their
talents and creativity skills, examined, analysed and enjoyed various ways and means
of art through which they could express their feelings. Artists have come to realize
their consciousness, semi consciousness, and unconscious mind in the art of art.
Photography of modern age was adopted by artists as art medium, although the
medium of photography is not old enough. Considering not only photography as a
medium, it is considered as a medium of art, in which all the elements of art, art
theory, and the six components of art work together, which provide aesthetics to art.
Photography is the art and science of drawing pictures. Abstract art is the form of
visual art in which the reality of the world is not expressed. During the art journey,
the artist moves from the image to the abdominal staircase to the experience ladder. In
abstract art, only the lines, colours and unaccompanied looks appear, but these
meanings are fulfilled. Each artist who fills and enjoys his own medium, is interested
in this charming attitude. Anything in photography is not abstract because it is in the
form of an image in front of the camera. The artist trumps the object from its point of
view in an abstract way. Vijay Ozo, an artist from the era of expressing depths,
feelings and abstractions of abstract arts, received the Diploma of Applied Art from
the College of Art, Chandigarh in 1967-1972. Vijay Ozo selected photography as the
medium of art and examined, appreciated and adorned the art of his daily life. Artist's
unique perspective has given a different form of Art to photography. In the research
paper, Viejo Ozo's unique approach will be look into the photography and artistic
elements and emotions of abstract photography.
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Art means skill and creativity. Artists, through their talents and creativity skills,
examined, analysed and enjoyed various ways and means of art through which they
could express their feelings. . Artist realizes Art by his consciousness, semi
consciousness and unconscious mind. Art relies on the artist's mental minds and
experiences. The activity of the moment of human beings that he does in an orderly
manner is that art. It is also the art of walking, sitting, getting up, speaking and
working in a way in daily life. Anything that has been done by a human being in its
existence, is a form of art. These shapes originate from his mind, which is an
important part of his life. Man creates the form of an artist, whatever he creates or
creates, is art. This creation process can be any media. By the time these modes and
techniques may change.
Looking back in the human history, it shows how different types of various
utensils, toys, stones, clay, and wood products are created, especially in them. There
is a difference in the process of creation of the people of villages, tribes and
civilizations, but the auspiciousness is the mind. Samples used in the creation process
and decoration reflect the aesthetic power of a human being. These samples and
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shapes are taken around that express the imagination and invisible power of the mind
with the worldly and spiritual condition of man. According to Indian philosophy,
shapes and patterns are associated with auspicious. By the time these shapes were
adopted as a different point of view. With the existence of cognition, these shapes
proved to be a helpful way of communicating like language. These shapes can be seen
in artist Picasso's works.
The nature of the artist's review with the subtlety turned the artist into abstract
art. When we go to the depth of the object or size or the shape becomes abstract. In
the modern era, abstract art begins with artist Kandinsky's works. Abstract art is the
form of visual art in which the reality of the world is not expressed. In abstract art, the
shape or subject is tricked into it. During the art journey, the artist moves from the
image to the abdominal staircase to the experience ladder. In abstract art, only the
lines, colours and unaccompanied looks appear, but these meanings are fulfilled. Each
artist who fills and enjoys his own medium, is interested in this charming attitude. By
the time the techniques changed, the art equipment changed and became excellent,
and Indian artists adopted these techniques and appreciated them. It can be said for a
time as well. Today's era is the technological age. The combination of art and
technique is also common. Although art and technique are different, there is
technology, whereas art itself grows in the mind of many artists. Similarly,
photography was discovered in the 19th century due to various techniques. The first
word for photography is to be used by scientist John Hershel on 14 March 1839. John
Hershel was a researcher and used these words in his own research paper about
photography.
Photography word is derived from the Greek word phose and graph. The
English translation of phosemeans light and graph means drawing. In this way the
word "photography" implies drawing interest. Means drawing with light. The art of
photography is related to the man's interest in making pictures. In fact, the image of
any beautiful object or sight that is seen in his life goes into its mind. Then he wishes
to see him in front on him, a person takes the form of an artist and tries to realize this
intention through different ways. Photography eased the art of painting. Those who
adopted photography as art medium created art from the artistry with its subtlety and
ability with the uniqueness of its vision. Photography is not only the beauty or power
of the eyes but it is capable of expressing the feelings of the whole humanity.
Photography of modern age was adopted by artists as art medium, although
the medium of photography is not old enough. Considering not only photography as a
medium, it is considered as a medium of art, in which all the elements of art, art
theory, and the six components of art work together, which provide aesthetics to art.
Then art elements and theory as well as artists vision the photography becomes art. As
in photography has its sometechnical elements. Like I.S.O. (International Standards
Organization), aperture and shutter speed are the main elements. I.S.O.affects the
sensitivity of light, the aperture acts in reducing the amount of light and increasing the
background Sharpe and if there is a difference in the focus of the soil. Particularly in
black-white photography, topics and shapes are captured by special light. Lighting is a
helper to display the feelings of the subject and the shape. A good picture can be
composed by the complete information about these elements. Photography is a
combination of art and science. It has control of light / control and the artist's unique
and quick look is important.
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Photography is like a language by which the artist expresses his view. Art is
created in various photography campaigns, like painting. In abstract painting,
breaking the subject in abstract photography, the subject's subtlety is expressed
through the shape, colour, line, structure. Artists have expressed their aesthetic power
in abstract photography as painting. Photography is making an artist Man Ray,
SurinderDhami etc. In vogue photography, Vijay Ozo places a distinct identity. Vijay
Ozo was born in 1948 in village Charaak (District Moga). Early education received
from Moga. Due to his interest in art, he got the diploma of Applied Arts from the
College of Art, Chandigarh in 1967-1972. Vijay Ozo participated in many exhibitions
and received rewards during his so-called art travels. In which, · 1978: "Indian Child's
Hood", BalAnandSamiti, Pune, 1980: "First Annual Exhibition", Punjab Academy of
Fine Arts, Chandigarh, "Photo 80" Group-8, College of Art, Museum and Art Gallery,
Chandigarh, · 1983: "State Exhibition of Photography" Language and Culture
Department, Shimla, · 1988: Apart from "People on Move", Photo Division, New
Delhi, etc. besides photography, photography exhibitions in Chandigarh also. Vijay
Ozo has been honoured with the Amrita Sher Gill Award from the Punjab Lalit Kala
Akademi, Chandigarh, 2017: "Life Time Achievement Award" by Tricity Photo Art
Society. Vijay Ozo’s Photography Art collection in Museum & Art Gallery,
Chandigarh • N.Z.C.C. Patiala • Museum Punjab University, Chandigarh • I.G.N.C.A.
New Delhi, the artist’s photographs has present in the collection of artists ArpanaKar,
ShatishGujarat, Avatar JeetDhanjal.
The visual photography of Vijay Ozo is an art form from her everyday life.
Daily works such as clothes made with foam, visible shades in water, droppings of
rain, cloths, rain shades, etc. are the subjects of abstract photography by Vijay Ozo.
According to the artist, the person sees what art he sees. Art is the continuous rotation
process. The person of the period of time depicted what he saw or felt in his daily life;
the hunting was an important part of his life, so he painted a picture of the hunt. Vijay
Ozo is also influenced by the nature, objects and shapes around him, by
photographing them, which are meaningful.
In abstract photography, shapes and colours are the means of communication
that seem to communicate with artists. Water can be water only for an ordinary
person, but an artist feels the beauty of the pearls in the beauty of these drops. In the
portrait, the appearance of the anus, nose, lips and ears in the portrait, Vijay Ozo
presents portraits as abstract photography by photographing the face from back side.
When the sky is clear then it means for the artist if different when the cloud in clear
sky will change the vision. The clouds highlight the importance of size by filling the
clear space. A line appears on empty paper too. In abstract photography, shapes, lines,
colours, and content items together form a unique combination that affects the viewer.
Thus, the photography of Vijay Ozo raises a different mind-setand viewpoint that puts
Vijay Ozo in the ranks of the artist. We look at the everyday things and the sights that
Vijay Ozo has shown in various ways in the artistic and unique ways through
photography.
Plate 1: Nature has given beauty to every form, it can enjoy this beauty only.
Today, traffic to every village, city streets remains intact. Everyone sees the paved
streets but none of them is caught in hidden forms and shapes. These effects, lines,
and shapes affect the artist. Sometimes these variations seem familiar. Vijay Ozo
recognized the ways in which he was found on the road, felt his feelings and exhibited
these in 1996. The forms and shapes in this photography are abstract but meaning is
complete. The surface features of the road leave its effect, many shapes are formed
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and diminished. These shapes can only be identified by an artist. Black and white
lines focus attention small lines are exposing the conceptual finder. Lines are
formatted with lines. Black size looks like human shape. Dark and light colours on the
road also have close and distance emotions. These come out with the same form. The
road is rough, but the structure looks soft. Lines, shapes and balance of the body
produce aesthetics.
Plate 2: This photography shows lines made of lines, but the lines seem to be
independent, whose relationship is with mental feelings. Shapes reflect human goals,
expectations, and insights. Every item has a limit which makes the line real. Line
resumes the rasa. The artist chooses a size that can clearly present his philosophy. Art
and nature are an innumerable shapes. The shapes of the surroundings gives the spirit
of the soul to the creative person. He looks for his own from natural shapes. The
shape converts the waves that fly in the human heart. Photographs seem to be integral
to the message of unity. The white shape in black shapes gives balance and takes the
eyes away too far. Heavy figures appear on a light background.
Plate 3: Artists in abstraction photography make the shape and form
withimagination and unique point of view. In this photography, clothing has been
shaped like the shapes stand. There is a feeling as women in white cloths are suffering
from suffering in the village. White colour is a symbol of purity, peace and grief.
Clothing ties in with human feelings. Grey shades are cleansing of white colour
accuracy. The cloths are like the water waves formed in the ocean, which are creating
the rhythm and balance.Distinguishing between rough and smooth objects begins by
understanding the way, light bounces off surfaces of different textures. The texture of
a rough object is most apparent in the area of transition between light and shadow;
smooth surfacetexture is revealed by the presence of a sharply focused highlight.
Plate 4: In every day’s life, man shares his thoughts with many things about his
surroundings. Creative man acknowledges the idea that every substance has its own
texture. The feel of a texture is by touching or viewing the item. The artist feels happy
due to his self-harm with the structure. In the visual arts, texture is the perceived
surface quality of a work of art. It is an element of two-dimensional and threedimensional designs and is distinguished by its perceived visual and physical
properties. Use of texture, along with other elements of design, can convey a variety
of messages and emotions.The structure in abstract photography gives away a special
meaning. Many types of shapes form and form through the structure. The artwork that
comes out from scraping a poster from the walls in this photography is similar to three
dimensional shades. The changes made by man on the surface are reflected in the
fabric. The time comes to realize the effect of moment. The texture connects with the
human mind first and the eyes later. The emotional and attribute of texture is selfinduced by man's will.
Plate 5:If a large tree being seen carefully many forms and shapes can be
found in it. Some of these shapes match human life. In these shapes, the shapes can
be enjoyed by an artist only. In the visual arts, shape is a flat, enclosed area of
anartwork created through lines, textures, colours or an area enclosed by
other shapes such as triangles, circles, and squares. Likewise, a form can refer to a
three-dimensional composition or object within a three-dimensional composition. The
tree in photography is like a woman's appearance. The woman's softness and hardness
can be seen from the structure. Lines look soft and tidy. Light raising the structure
from the background.
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Plate 6: When the rasa is produced from the art form, then it is complete. Rasa
has a feeling of affection the rasa and the emotions together bring the meditation to
the auspicious stage. Many times, on the walls or floors, etc. appear in many forms.
Such shapes or forms can often be seen in homes. A person interested in art enjoys
through these shapes. Attracting the light coming through the window, the look is
getting better. Humans often look at the face, due to which the ability to identify faces
is natural. When the lines together make human faces, then it blossoms in seeing
them. In this photography, the artist has tried to highlight face texture by shade and
light. The two sides of photography seem to have got mixed with the face of the dark
and window coming from the face. Which offer the artist's ability.
Plate 7: The lines reflect human wrists with shapes.Line art or line drawing is
any image that consists of distinct straight or curved lines placed against a (usually
plain) background, without gradations in shade (darkness) or hue (colour) to represent
two-dimensional or three-dimensional objects. One of the most fundamental elements
of art is the line. Reflect light and provide dark life. Whatever the shapes artist sees,
the change in them creates the artist according to what he wants to say. By breaking
the shapes into abstract photography, creation process is accomplished through lines
and colours. Lines of photography show the rhythm of life. Stylish lines are as calm
as the ocean waves, but when there is some unrest in life, these movements take the
form of a storm.
The paper looks into the advent of photography in India. There are many
expression and creative way of practicing art. Photography undoubtedly is an art
form. The contemporary photographers hold my interest in the shades of passion and
Photography. The photographers lives his photography and bring them into life.
Vijay Ozo presents the distinctive look and shape of beauty in everyday life
with its unique thinking through abstract photography. Through which we feel these
views from a different perspective and see photography as a medium of art. The
superficiality of the shapes produces a human being in the human being to see things
intensely. Which identifies the artist among them. Today, every man has a cell phone
and camera, but the artistic charm needs to be constantly working. We can be guided
by Vijay Ozo to understand the interest and the art of photography and can enjoy the
abstract shapes, lines, colours and their artistry and taste of art.
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